
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aaron McWiliams                  N’Deeo Hicks 
      Principal               Assistant Principal 
 
 
         November 16, 2015 

Dear Parent/Guardian,  

We are deeply saddened by the horrific events in Paris, France this past weekend and extend our sympathies 

to the victims, their families, and community.  After crises such as this, we need to be careful to monitor the 

reactions of our young people.  It is not unusual for them to have strong emotional responses.  Below you will 

find a list of common reactions and some tips on how parents can help. 

 

Common Emotional Reactions to Crises 

 Loss of control.  Crises such as this are something over which we have no control and are not able to 

stop.  This feeling of loss of control can be overwhelming and frightening. 

 Loss of stability.  Crises interrupt the natural order of things.  When stability is gone, life feels very 

threatening and trust may be destroyed.  Familiar routines are reassuring. 

 Self-centered reactions.  It is normal for children of all ages to react to disaster with fear for their 

own safety.  They may be intensely worried about what will happen to them.  It is important to 

provide repeated reassurance regarding safety.   

 

Tips for Parents 

 Share the facts in a calm and caring manner 

 Clarify misconceptions and restate information as necessary 

 Allow opportunities to talk about the situation.  Listen closely to fears and concerns. 

 Provide a vehicle for expressing fears and anxiety, such as journal writing or drawing 



 

 

 

 Control panic in children by role modeling calmness and control yourself 

 Reassure children that their emotional responses are normal responses to an abnormal situation 

 Encourage children to make healthy choices in what they eat and drink and to allow more time for 

sleep and relaxation 

 Monitor and restrict their access to television, computer, and print coverage of the aftermath 

 Don’t overlook the positive events.  While many people were hurt in this tragedy, there are stories of 

heroism and bravery.  Crisis can bring out the best in some people. 

 Make sure you are taking good care of your own emotional state 

 

Be alert for children whose reactions seem especially intense or unusual.  Feel free to consult with me if you 

have questions or concerns.  I can be reached at (904) 346-5640 ext. 134. 

 

        Sincerely,  

        Karen Luensman 

        Karen Luensman 

        School Counselor 
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